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Abstract. With the present understanding of data, the observed flux
suppression for ultra-high energy cosmic rays (UHECR) at energies
above 4.1019 eV can be a signature of the Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin
(GZK) cutoff or be related to a similar mechanism. But it may also
correspond, for instance, to the maximum energies available at the rel-
evant sources. In both cases, violations of special relativity modifying
cosmic-ray propagation or acceleration at very high energy can poten-
tially play a role. Other violations of fundamental principles of standard
particle physics (quantum mechanics, energy and momentum conser-
vation, vacuum homogeneity and ”static” properties, effective space
dimensions, quark confinement...) can also be relevant at these ener-
gies. In particular, UHECR data would in principle allow to set bounds
on Lorentz symmetry violation (LSV) in patterns incorporating a priv-
ileged local reference frame (the ”vacuum rest frame”, VRF). But the
precise analysis is far from trivial, and other effects can also be present.
The effective parameters can be related to Planck-scale physics, or even
to physics beyond Planck scale, as well as to the dynamics and effec-
tive symmetries of LSV for nucleons, quarks, leptons and the photon.
LSV can also be at the origin of GZK-like effects. In the presence of
a VRF, and contrary to a ”grand unification” view, LSV and other
violations of standard principles can modify the internal structure of
particles at very high energy and conventional symmetries may cease
to be valid at energies close to the Planck scale. We present an updated
discussion of these topics, including experimental prospects, new po-
tentialities for high-energy cosmic ray phenomenology and the possible
link with unconventional pre-Big Bang scenarios, superbradyon (su-
perluminal preon) patterns... The subject of a possible superluminal
propagation of neutrinos at accelerator energies is also dealt with.
1 Introduction
It is not clear by now [1,2] whether UHECR flux suppression above ≃ 4.1019 eV [3,4]
is a signature of the Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin (GZK) cutoff [5,6] or corresponds,
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for instance, to the maximum energies available at astrophysical sources or even to
an alternative flux suppressing mechanism of a different dynamical origin. All these
phenomena can be sensitive, for instance, to violations of standard special relativity
modifying cosmic-ray production [7,8], propagation [9,10] or acceleration [11,12] at
very high energy. Data from UHECR experiments are expected to allow to obtain
bounds on Lorentz symmetry violation (LSV) parameters in models incorporating a
privileged local reference frame that we call the ”vacuum rest frame” (VRF [13,14]).
But the precise phenomenological analysis of experimental data is complicated by
the possible presence of other new mechanisms of similar nature, including violations
of other fundamental principles of standard physics. Existing low-energy bounds on
LSV [15] must also be taken into account in energy dependent LSV patterns.
The effective parameters of such new phenomena can be directly related to Planck-
scale physics or to physics beyond Planck scale [16], as well as to the precise LSV
dynamics and to the effective symmetries relating the LSV mechanisms for the dif-
ferent objects considered (nucleons, quarks, leptons, photon) [17,18]. Assuming the
existence of a VRF, ultra-high energy (UHE) particles are not the equivalent of par-
ticles at rest. LSV and other new physics generated at the Planck scale or beyond can
modify the internal structure and interaction properties of particles at very high en-
ergy [12,18]. Then, particle conventional internal structures and symmetries may cease
to be valid at energies close enough to the Planck scale. Other possible violations of
commonly admitted fundamental principles and standard basic hypotheses including
quantum mechanics, energy and momentum conservation, quark confinement, vac-
uum homogeneity and ”static” properties, vacuum dynamics at very small distance
scales, effective space dimensions, quark confinement... can also potentially be tested
in a long-term program of high-energy cosmic-ray experiments [12,19]. Even below
ultra-high energy (UHE), the appearance of exotic signatures cannot be excluded
[20,21]. From a cosmological point of view, possible UHE violations of standard fun-
damental principles can possibly be related to pre-Big Bang scenarios [22,23] where
the new physics would be expected to play a leading role.
In this contribution, we present an updated discussion of UHECR data and phe-
nomenology, paying special attention to unconventional theoretical motivations and
to alternatives to standard interpretations of data. As an example, a possible ex-
planation of the observed UHECR spectrum and composition was provided in [22],
where the GZK cutoff would be replaced by spontaneous emission of photons or e+
e− pairs in a simple LSV pattern. Other scenarios for UHECR can also be considered,
as discussed in [12,18]. As the OPERA claim [24] on a possible superluminal propa-
gation of the muon neutrino had not yet been withdrawn [43] when this conference
was announced, we also briefly discuss the consistency problems [25,26] of a ≃ 2.5 x
10−5 critical speed anomaly for light neutrinos including the muon neutrino.
2 UHECR and relativity
The relativity principle formulated by Henri Poincare´ [27] to account for the result
of the Michelson-Morley experiment replaced the Galilean principle by a new one
adapted to the experimental situation. The speed of light c became then a universal
critical speed and the covariance of the Maxwell equations was guaranteed. Electro-
magnetism is by now a fundamental interaction of standard elementary particles, and
Poincare´’s relativity has not yet been disavowed by data. But as early as 1921, Al-
bert Einstein [28] pointed out that standard relativity may be broken beyond some
very small distance scale where matter would exhibit a different behavior. More than
ninety years later, this deep remark remains still valid.
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Crucial for the generation of the main LSV signatures discussed here is the exis-
tence of a VRF [12,13]. The old ether is then replaced by a suitably LSV-modified
version of the vacuum of quantum field theory (QFT) where fields can condense
through mechanisms first developed in condensed matter physics (superfluidity, su-
perconductivity...), and where new physics beyond QFT can also manifest itself.
For small wave vectors, the phonons and other objects of solid state physics nat-
urally obey Lorentz-like symmetries with critical speeds of the order of that of sound
[13,14]. The corresponding dispersion relations are deformed at higher frequencies, as
the wavelength becomes closer to the space scale characteristic of the inner structure
of the matter where phonons and other excitations are generated. The privileged rest
frame and the primordial distance scale (f.i. a lattice spacing) manifest themselves
through this deformation of the dispersion relation. In our Universe, the Planck scale
or some other fundamental scale can play a role similar to that of the lattice spacing
in a solid. Thus, the hypothesis of the existence of a local VRF at any space-time
position of our present Universe appears perfectly legitimate from a conceptual point
of view. The Earth is assumed to move slowly with respect to this VRF. Such a pat-
tern is fundamentally different from a ”perfect” space-time symmetry that would be
obtained by just deforming the Poincare´ algebra of special relativity without really
breaking the symmetry and without generating a VRF. In the absence of a VRF, the
new symmetry can still prevent the generation of the strongest LSV signatures.
Possible signatures of LSV with a VRF do not only concern the behavior of conven-
tional particles. For instance, if objects with a critical speed cs ≫ c (superbradyons
[13,23]) can exist in our Universe as free particles with speeds larger than c, they
are expected to spontaneously emit ”Cherenkow” radiation in the form of standard
particles. If the superbradyon energy is high enough, some of these emissions can even
be UHECR [7,8]. The GZK cutoff could then be naturally avoided. This phenomenon
would be similar to the decay of more conventional superheavy objects, as considered
later by other authors [29]. Free superbradyons can also be a residual signature from
a pre-Big Bang scenario where the Planck scale itself may no longer make sense.
Similarly, UHECR can by themselves be at the origin of observable effects gen-
erated dynamically at the Planck scale or beyond it [9,12], and potentially allowing
(together with WMAP [30] and Planck [31] data, see [22,23]) for a study of the new
physics and cosmology associated to such scales. A key point for the exploration of
possible new physics in UHECR studies is the smallness of the mass term of a cosmic
ray at ultra-high energy, making the UHECR interaction and propagation properties
sensitive to very small perturbations impossible to detect at lower energy scales.
If a VRF exists, a small LSV can suppress the conventional GZK cutoff through
a modification of kinematical balances in the collisions between UHECR and cosmic
microwave background photons [9,10]. Similarly, unstable particles can become sta-
ble at ultra-high energy or new spontaneous decays be generated [32,33]. UHECR
cross-sections with particles at rest can also be modified or even suppressed [34], po-
tentially invalidating the Froissart bound [35] at high enough energy or distorting the
measurement of the UHECR flux. The validity of the conventional parton model at
such energies is to be reconsidered [36] if the constituents must travel at a common
speed (that of the particle) and remain thus confined.
2.1 UHECR and the fundamental scale
A simple indicative illustration concerning the potential sensitivity of UHECR to a
fundamental scale is obtained taking for UHE particles, with LSV and a VRF, the
quadratically deformed dispersion relation [9,10]:
E ≃ p c + m2 c3 (2 p)−1 − p c α (p c E−1a )
2/2 (1)
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where E is the energy, p the momentum, c the speed of light,m the mass, α a constant
standing for the deformation strength and Ea the fundamental energy scale at which
the deformation is assumed to be generated.
It can then be readily checked from (1) that the (negative and increasing with
energy) deformation term:
∆E ≃ − p c α (p c E−1a )
2/2 (2)
becomes larger than the (positive and decreasing with energy) mass termm2 c3 (2 p)−1




For a proton, with α = 1, Etrans ≃ 10
20 eV if Ea ≃ 10
3 EPlanck where EPlanck is
the Planck energy. A UHECR proton component would then be potentially sensitive
to new physics generated three orders of magnitude beyond Planck scale.
For an electron, using (1) and (3), the same effect with α = 1 would occur at an
energy Etrans ≃ 10
19 eV if Ea ≃ 2 x 10
4 EPlanck. A 10
19 eV muon would similarly
be potentially sensitive to physics generated at Ea ≃ 10
2 EPlanck.
Above E ∼ Etrans, we expect the effective internal structure and interaction prop-
erties of particles to be modified with respect to the standard relativistic extrapolation
from the particle at rest [12,18]. New physics generated beyond Planck scale can thus
become a basic unconventional ingredient of the actual structure and behaviour of
standard elementary particles at energies well below Planck scale.
For nuclei, the situation can be substantially different [12,18]. The nucleus can be
dealt with, to a first approximation, as an additive set of N nucleons with equal mass
carrying a 1/N fraction of momentum. The value of Etrans becomes then N times
larger than for protons, and the effective value of α is N2 times smaller. A more
detailed model for nuclei must take into account the precise values of masses and
binding energies, and consider further UHE corrections. The study of the composition
of the UHECR spectrum is compulsory to test basic principles through these data.
The deformed dispersion relation for the proton can in turn be modified by its
composite structure in terms of quarks and gluons [12,18], leading also in such case
to a smaller value of α. The standard parton model should then be replaced by a
new internal (nuclear-like ?) kinematical structure compatible with the deformation
from LSV. Thus, the question of the value of α for quarks, gluons and nucleons, as
compared to leptons and to the photon, will also lead to crucial phenomenology.
The quadratically deformed relativistic kinematics (QDRK) used here, in an ap-
proach incorporating a VRF and with no exact invariance related to this kinematics,
is a phenomenological example of a real LSV where Lorentz symmetry is not re-
placed by a new space-time symmetry through the deformation. A linearly deformed
relativistic kinematics (LDRK), with ∆E varying quadratically with p, would pro-
duce too strong effects at low energy for phenomenologically relevant values of UHE
parameters [37]. Mixed scenarios with energy thresholds can also be considered [38].
2.2 UHECR acceleration and LSV
A possible explanation of the observed fall of the UHECR spectrum can be a limitation
of the acceleration dynamics at the existing astrophysical sources. In such case, and
assuming a very good knowledge of the source properties, bounds on LSV can possibly
be obtained [12] taking into account the implications of the suppression of synchrotron
radiation predicted by LSV patterns [11]. Such a suppression would potentially allow
protons and nuclei to be accelerated to higher energies.
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As pointed out in [11], in the case of standard relativistic kinematics a UHE proton
with energy:
E ≃ p c + m2p c
3 (2p)−1 (4)
can emit in the longitudinal direction a photon with energy and momentum (ǫ , ǫ c−1)
provided it absorbs an energy δE ≃ m2 c2 p−2 ǫ/2 from the accelerating source. δE
falls quadratically with the proton energy. LSV drastically changes this situation.
With the QDRK pattern defined by (1) and above the transition scale Etrans, we
get instead δE ≃ 3 α ǫ (p c E−1a )
2/2. Then, δE rises quadratically with the proton
energy. At high enough energy, the proton can no longer emit synchrotron radiation
except for negligeable values of ǫ. Protons can thus be accelerated to higher energies
in the presence of Lorentz symmetry violation and deformed relativistic kinematics
(DRK) suppressing synchrotron radiation at UHE.
A new branch of astrophysical tests of LSV can therefore be opened through
precise enough studies of acceleration at well-identified sources. Further data and
analyses are required to check the usefulness and feasibility of such an approach.
An attempt to set bounds on LSV using synchrotron radiation from the Crab
nebula [39] and a LDRK pattern led to Ea > 10
26 GeV with the formula :
E ≃ p c + m2 c3 (2 p)−1 − p2 c2 E−1a (5)
A similar bound on LSV had been previously obtained in [37] assuming that (5)
applies to pions and to the photon, and that the lifetime of a 1017 eV neutral pion
agrees with special relativity. This is, however, a weak bound for LDRK if one takes
into account UHECR properties. Using such a bound as the actual value of Ea, and
the LDRK relation:
Etrans ≃ (Ea m
2 c4/2)1/3 (6)
one would get Etrans ≃ 3.10
17 eV for a proton, ≃ 1017 eV for a muon or a pion,
and ≃ 2.1015 eV for an electron. These values of Etrans seem too low for realistic
phenomenology. Assuming the standard GZK mechanism to be at work with LDRK
would require Ea >∼ 10
33 GeV .
Analyses of AUGER data have not yet revealed the existence of flux anisotropies
allowing to identify specific UHECR sources [1,2].
3 UHECR, Cosmology and fundamental principles of Physics
In standard formulations of grand-unified theories, particle symmetries are assumed
to become more exact as the energy scale involved increases and the masses of the
particles become comparatively smaller. This is not necessarily the case in the LSV
patterns considered here, where such an assumption would be valid only below some
critical scale of the order of Etrans. Above Etrans, extrapolations from accelerator
results would possibly no longer hold and a new dynamics may become dominant.
Remarkably enough [9,37], above a scale like E ≈ Etrans, well below Planck scale,
new physics generated at the Planck scale or beyond it can manifest itself including
possible signatures of an ultimate (superbradyonic ?) composite structure [12,38]
or new space-time properties [22,23]. More generally, new properties of conventional
particles as well as hidden differences between them not described by standard theories
may become apparent at UHE and invalidate lower-energy symmetries and dynamics.
This would have strong cosmological implications and clearly lead to a pre-Big Bang
approach to the origin of our Universe based in such a new physics.
In Section 2, possible violations of special relativity have been considered. But
if a VRF exists, the fact that UHE particles are not the Lorentz equivalent of rest
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or low-energy particles may have other important consequences. Not only the inter-
nal structure of particles can considerably change, but the effective structure and
behaviour of vacuum as seen by such particles will depend on the particle structure.
Fluctuations of the vacuum structure at very short distance scales can influence
UHECR propagation and interactions. UHECRmay be sensitive to vacuum properties
beyond standard quantum field theory (SQFT) as considered in [22,23] and previously
in the Post Scriptum of [20]. Fluctuations at cosmic scale of the short-distance vacuum
structure and behavior can also exist and play a role in UHECR propagation.
Thus, UHECR can be a unique probe to explore the structure of our physical
vacuum and to test the validity of all fundamental principles of standard physics
including quantum mechanics or energy and momentum conservation [12,16].
Deformed Heisenberg algebras and scenarios with non-commutative space-time
have been considered by several authors in the last two decades [40,41], including
string theories [42]. Following the approach suggested in [41], we consider commuta-
tion relations between momentum components where the commutators vanish in the
zero-momentum limit and become significant at UHE. An example would be:
∆px ∆py >∼ Φ(p
2) (7)
∆py ∆pz >∼ Φ(p
2) (8)
∆pz ∆px >∼ Φ(p
2) (9)
where x, y and z stand for three orthogonal space directions, and Φ(0) = 0. Such
commutation relations would naturally suggest at high energy an intrinsic uncertainty
∆qE >∼ [3 Φ(p
2)]1/2 c together with an uncertainty in the direction of the UHECR.
These properties would be compatible with: i) a new signature in the UHECR flux
faking the GZK cutoff even in the presence of LSV ; ii) a possible failure of the
UHECR accelerating sources in the same energy region ; iii) the apparent lack of
anisotropy of the UHECR flux, even in the presence of identifiable point sources.
Obviously, the possibility that new physics generated at the Planck scale or at
a deeper fundamental scale becomes apparent above ≈ Etrans provides a major
motivation for a long-term experimental effort, ground based and through satellites,
to study the highest-energy cosmic rays as well as their potential astrophysical sources.
All usually admitted principles of physics and properties of standard particles
should thus be tested as far as possible: energy and momentum conservation, quantum
mechanics, vacuum properties and stability, particle propagation in vacuum, quark
confinement... Cosmology should consider these results. UHECR data and statistics
are not yet enough for such purposes, but they already provide important information.
4 Further phenomenological considerations
Assuming the VRF to be close to that naturally suggested by cosmic microwave back-
ground radiation (CMB), the rest frames used in UHECR and other experiments will
move at nonrelativistic speed with respect to the VRF. Then, an equation like (1)
remains stable under standard Lorentz transformations between such frames except
for corrections much smaller than the deformation term. Within the same approxi-
mation, these transformations naturally preserve the additivity and conservation of
energy and momentum allowing for a simple phenomenological handling.
As pointed out in [7,8] and further stressed in [9,10], patterns with a VRF allow
for new phenomena that would be forbidden in the presence of an exact space-time
symmetry. This is the case for energy-dependent spontaneous decays. In the presence
of exact Lorentz symmetry or of some deformed version of it without a privileged
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rest frame, stable (unstable) particles remain stable (unstable) at all energies. But in
the presence of a VRF and of a negative deformation term like the ∆E from (1), the
situation can be different as kinematical balances become energy-dependent.
In particular, it costs more and more energy, as E increases, to split the deforma-
tion term given by (2). One has, for instance:
∆E (p) = 8 ∆E (p/2) (10)
so that, using always (1), the decay of a particle with momentum p into two particles
with momentum p/2 with the same kinematics will cost an amount 3 ∆E/4 in defor-
mation energy. At high E, this cost in energy will preclude the decay if for instance:
i) the particle and its decay products have the same value of α ; ii) the mass terms
(that decrease with energy) cannot compensate the balance. If the values of α are not
the same for all particles, those with lower α will decay into those with larger α.
Thus, particles that are stable at low energy can become unstable at higher energy,
and conversely. Similarly, if the energy and opposite momentum of a CMB photon are
not enough to generate a suitable splitting of the ∆E of the incoming UHECR, the
GZK mechanism becomes impossible as first pointed out in [9,10]. Etrans is expected
to be higher for nuclei as compared to the proton, but the deformation of the effective
nuclear binding energy can be important and play a nontrivial role if new nuclear
physics triggered by Lorentz contraction manifests itself below Etrans.
However, as discussed in Section 2, the deformed kinematics of the proton can have
a value of α smaller than those of quarks and gluons, similar to nuclei as compared
to the proton [12,18]. The values of Etrans for the proton and nuclei would then be
higher than expected from (1) with α = 1, and the existence of the GZK cutoff
would still be compatible with a significant LSV at the Planck scale.
Furthermore, if the UHE proton has a smaller value of α than the photon, it can
spontaneously decay by emitting a photon if the photon value of ∆E becomes larger
than the proton mass term. If the photon has a lower α than the electron, it can in
turn decay into an e+ e− pair. Thus, even if the standard GZK cutoff is inhibited for
protons by new physics, an alternative cutoff generated by LSV may appear in the
same energy region [16,18]. In this case, if the deformation of the photon or electron
energy is to be compared with the mass term of the emitting proton or nucleus for such
spontaneous decays, the observed mass composition of the UHE AUGER spectrum
can naturally emerge, as heavier nuclei will start decaying at higher energies.
4.1 Other possibilities
As stressed in Section 3, LSV is not the only violation of standard principles of physics
that can potentially generate an alternative explanation to the observed fall of the
UHECR spectrum in the presence of LSV and of a VRF.
The above described deformation of quantum mechanics can fake the GZK cutoff
when the energy uncertainty ∆qE >∼ [3 Φ(p
2)]1/2 c becomes of the same order as
the mass term m2 c3 (2 p)−1 or the LSV deformation ∆E. A very small violation of
energy and momentum conservation can produce the same kind of effect. Unconven-
tional interactions of UHECR with vacuum fluctuations at very short distance scales
can be play a similar role if the internal structures of the UHE particle and of the
(superbradyonic ?) vacuum are influenced by new physics generated at the Planck
scale and beyond it, including important deviations from standard SQFT [22,23].
Fluctuations of the vacuum structure at cosmic scale can also produce a UHECR
flux suppression, especially if the conventional boson fields are not permanently con-
densed in vacuum as predicted by SQFT [16,20] and if the vacuum is actually made
of new constituents of matter (superbradyons) or similar nonstandard objects [9,23].
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Another possibility is that quarks and gluons cease to be confined at UHE due to
the change in hadron internal structure. If this is the case, and if they cannot exist
as free particles below some critical energy threshold in the VRF, quarks and gluons
close to this critical energy can be part of the dark matter. Then, UHE hadron decays
into such quarks and gluons can also fake the GZK cutoff.
These are just a few examples of mechanisms potentially able to produce effects
faking the GZK cutoff in the presence of LSV with a VRF, and to fit the observed
data. Obviously, further experimental and theoretical work is required.
It must also be kept in mind that, if the UHECR internal structure is modified
by new physics, so are expected to be their interaction properties with matter at
targets and detectors. Then, the measured UHECR spectrum and composition can
be significantly distorted as compared to expectations from conventional signatures.
5 LSV and neutrino physics at accelerators
In September 2011, the OPERA collaboration (CERN Gran Sasso) reported [24]
that muon neutrinos between a few GeV and more than 100 GeV appeared to travel
at a speed c (1 + δ) with δ = (2.48 ± 0.28) x 10−5. Thus, a superluminal neutrino
propagation seemed to have been observed.
For obvious reasons, the coherence of the approaches considered here concerning
UHECR and deformations of standard particle properties also requires paying at-
tention to much lower energies. The energy dependence of the possible mechanisms
produced by new physics is a crucial issue for phenomenology. In particular, the
OPERA result did not seem to fit with the patterns just described, as a strong LSV
effect was manifesting itself at an energy scale too far below the UHE scales.
Now the claim of a possible superluminal neutrino has been withdrawn [43] after
having been disavowed by a more recent experiment [44].
The consistency problems of the superluminal neutrino initially claimed by OPERA
had been pointed out a few days after the OPERA announcement in our paper [25]
and further developed the day after in [26,46]:
i) spontaneous neutrino decays, the superluminal neutrino being in particular able
to emit electron-positron pairs [25,46];
ii) to be able to decay by emitting this superluminal neutrino, the charged pion
should present a similar critical speed anomaly. The anomaly would then propagate
to hadrons and cosmic rays, in contradiction with experimental data [25,26].
Taking the pion critical speed in vacuum to be equal to c, a trivial bound can be





3 [2 δ c]−1 (11)
(pν = neutrino momentum, mpi = pion mass).
With δ = (2.48 ± 0.28) x 10−5, this result leads to pν ≤ 20 GeV/c, in clear
contradiction with the OPERA data. δ = 10−6 would yield pν ≤ 100 GeV. Such
bounds can be made stronger taking into account the muon mass [26].
Even if it may be argued that these estimates tacitly use a preferred reference
frame, this does not seem to influence the above figures. The basic result on the
consistency problems met by the OPERA superluminal neutrino does not depend on
this issue, as the possible relevant corrections would in any case be smaller.
Consistency with SN1987A data was also a problem for the OPERA result [47],
even if the energy scales involved were not the same.
Tests of LSV at accelerators were already considered in [48]. An updated approach
should also pay attention to deviations from SQFT [22,23]. Possible tests of other
patterns at energies lower than UHE have been discussed in [49].
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6 Conclusion
Observed cosmic rays have been seen to reach momenta corresponding to wavelengths
as small as ∼ 10−25 cm. This distance scale lies seven orders of magnitude beyond
the present reach of accelerators and appears remarkably close to the Planck length.
Therefore, as already emphasized in [9,37] and further discussed here, UHECR
experiments provide a powerful and unique microscope directly focused on the Planck
scale and beyond. No equivalent particle physics facility can be designed for this
crucial exploration of the (possibly) ultimate laws of matter and space-time.
To further study the properties of the highest energy cosmic rays, long-term exper-
imental programs including permanent Earth observatories like AUGER and satellite
missions like JEM-EUSO [50] are required, allowing for much better statistics and
precision combined with more detailed analyses and further theoretical developments.
Thus, UHECR experiments appear as the natural complement to cosmological
CMB explorations [30,31]. Cosmology being thus combined with the study of physics
generated at the Plank scale and possibly beyond this scale.
All basic principles of standard particle physics should be tested as far as possible
through UHECR experiments in an open-minded way. The present paper is just a
preliminary strategic overview of the potentialities of such a research line.
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